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OPTIMIZED FOR  
LAPTOP, TRAVEL

SOUND-ISOLATING  
EARBUDS FOR  
THE COMMUTER

DUAL CONNECTIVITY–
ANALOG OR USB

BEHIND-THE-HEAD
STEREO HEADSET

VERSATILE CONNECTIVITY
STEREO HEADSET

DESIGNED FOR
INTERNET CALLING

Foldable design.  
Full-range stereo. A precision  
microphone. Combine these advanced features  
with digital stereo sound and you have a headset worthy  
of the most discerning mobile professional.

For Internet calls, DVDs, or music on your laptop

Easily fold and fit the headset into a crowded briefcase

Rotate or bend the boom

Convenient in-line controls adjust listening volume or mute

Analog connectivity or use the USB sound card

$59.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

OPTIMIZED FOR  
LAPTOP, TRAVEL

470
U S B

This laptop-friendly headset  
creates a portable oasis for stereo music and  
entertainment while you’re traveling and a choice of  
connectivity—analog or USB—for easy plug and play. 
Simply fold, stow, and go.

Sound-isolating earbuds minimize all outside noise 

Bring the microphone comfortably close for conversation

Wind noise reduction makes it easier for callers to hear you

Noise-canceling microphone boosts voice clarity

Perfect for commuting—fold, stow, and go

Easy to plug in and use

$109.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

SOUND-ISOLATING  
EARBUDS FOR  
THE COMMUTER

480
U S B

Gain versatility and convenience  
without compromising audio  
quality. Connect using an analog or  
USB connection and gain resonant stereo sound  
for music, DVDs, and gaming, as well as superb  
voice quality for Internet calls.

USB digitally-enhanced sound ensures consistent quality

40mm stereo speakers deliver rich, studio quality audio

A noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

Boom flexes when in use, or rotates discreetly out of the way

Pillow-soft, swivel-mounted ear cushions focus stereo sound 

Convenient in-line volume and mute controls

$59.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

650
U S B

Combine rich stereo sound 
with digitally enhanced voice quality. 
A choice of connectivity—analog or USB—makes  
it easy to plug and play. Enjoy consistent, high-quality 
audio for Internet calling, playing games, or  
relaxing with music.

Optimized for SKYPE,® Windows Live™ & Yahoo!® Messenger 

USB digitally-enhanced sound ensures consistent quality

A noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

Boom flexes when in use, or rotates discreetly out of the way

Lightweight, flexible behind-the-head wearing style 

Convenient in-line volume and mute controls

$44.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

645
U S B

Combine rich stereo sound with digitally  
enhanced voice quality. A choice of  
connectivity—analog or USB—makes  
it easy to plug and play. Enjoy consistent,  
high-quality audio for Internet calling, listening to  
music, Podcasts, watching DVDs or playing games.

Optimized for SKYPE,® Windows Live™ & Yahoo!® Messenger

USB digitally enhanced sound ensures consistent quality

A noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

Boom flexes when in use, or rotates discreetly out of the way

Lightweight, adjustable headband 

Convenient in-line volume and mute controls

$44.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

DUAL CONNECTIVITY–
ANALOG OR USB

625
U S B

.AUDIO™ DIGITAL USB PC HEADSETS

BEHIND-THE-HEAD
STEREO HEADSET

VERSATILE CONNECTIVITY
STEREO HEADSET

Have it all – full-range stereo sound for  
your favorite music, movies or Podcast  
and superb voice quality for Internet  
calling. All with comfort and convenience.

Optimized for SKYPE,® Windows Live™ & Yahoo!® Messenger

USB ensures consistent sound quality

A noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

QuickAdjust™ boom brings the microphone close to your mouth 

Single, comfortable ear cushion is swivel-mounted

$34.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

DESIGNED FOR 
INTERNET CALLING

6 1 0
U S B

KEY:	 =	INTERNET	CALLING;	 =	STEREO	MUSIC;	 =	GAMING

Experience	the	

Plantronics	PC	USB

headset	line,	second	

to	none	in	comfort		

and	sound	quality	and		

now	offering	dual	

connectivity.	Choose	

the	style	that	fits	your	

life	and	connect	with	

either	an	analog	

connection	or	with	the	

USB	sound	card	for	

enhanced	digital	audio	

quality	for	Skype,®		

Windows	Live,™	or	

Yahoo!	Messenger®	

Internet	calling.	

Optimize	your	audio	

experience	with	

superb	music	sound	

and	strong	bass	

performance.

For more product 
information, see:  
www.plantronics.com



MADE FOR THE FIRST MOON LANDING. MADE FOR YOUR LIFE.  
Plantronics has been a worldwide leader in sound innovation for more than 40 years. From those historic first words spoken  
from the moon to today’s cutting-edge technologies, every headset we build carries our commitment to quality and innovation.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
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VIRTUAL DIGITAL
SURROUND SOUND

PORTABLE
BLUETOOTH® 
HEADSETPREMIUM DIGITALLY-

ENHANCED AUDIO

INTERNET CALLING

.AUDIO™ DIGITAL USB PC HEADSETS 

This headset puts you right in the middle  
of the action with USB digitally-enhanced 
surround sound and enhanced bass 
performance. You won’t just hear the  
game—you’ll feel it.

Surround sound technology delivers 3D audio 

An open-ear design lets you hear your surroundings 

Superb stereo sound and strong bass performance 

Use an analog connection into your PC or the USB sound card

USB plug and play for easy installation

The QuickAdjust™ boom flexes for precise placement

$89.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

VIRTUAL DIGITAL
SURROUND SOUND

770

Multipoint technology allows you to move seamlessly 
between your mobile phone and PC internet calls,  
for clarity anywhere you want to share a conversation. 
Answer and disconnect with one touch. The Bluetooth® 
connection lets you take SKYPE™ calls away from  
your laptop, wirelessly.

USB Bluetooth® adapter gives connection to Internet calls

Switch between Bluetooth® devices with multipoint technology

Convenient call answer/end feature

Noise-canceling mic & wind screen reduces background noise

Freedom to roam up to 33 feet from your laptop or mobile phone

Convenient one-button control adjusts volume and mute

$109.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

PORTABLE
BLUETOOTH® 
HEADSET

920

This headset has it all—digitally 
enhanced audio and versatility.  
Digitally enhanced audio delivers  
resonant stereo sound for music,  
DVDs, and Podcasts—as well as crisp sound effects  
in your favorite games and clearer Internet calls. 

A DSP sound card takes audio quality to the next level 

40mm stereo speakers deliver rich, resonant stereo 

The QuickAdjust™ boom rotates out of the way when not in use

A noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

Lightweight, pillow-soft, swivel-mounted ear cushions 

Convenient in-line controls adjust volume or mute

Use an analog connection into your PC or the USB sound card

$79.95 MSRP

.AUDIO

 750
D S P
PREMIUM DIGITALLY-
ENHANCED AUDIO

Exceptional sound performance makes this USB  
microphone ideal for your Internet calls. With  
advanced noise canceling and microphone mute  
features, your listeners just hear you.

Optimized for SKYPE,® Windows Live™ & Yahoo!® Messenger

Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise

Microphone mute switch

Weighted base ensures stability

Convenient monitor mount saves desktop space

$29.95 MSRP

INTERNET CALLING

USB
PC MICROPHONE

	 MOdELS:					 470	 480	 610	 625	 645	 650	 750	 770	 920	 PC	Mic

	 Monaural	(one	earpiece)

	 Full	Range	Stereo

	 Surround	Sound

	 dSP

	 Noise-Canceling	Microphone

	 Microphone	Mute	Switch

	 Inline	Volume/Mute	Controls

	 Volume	and	Mute	Button

	 Over-the-Head	Style

	 Behind-the-Head	Style

	 Ear-Bud	Style

	 Sound	Card	Compatible

	 USB	Compatible

	 One-Year	Warranty

.AUDIO

KEY:	 =	INTERNET	CALLING;	 =	STEREO	MUSIC;	 =	GAMING


